
What is 
the Rule of Thirds?



The basic principle behind the rule of thirds is 
to imagine breaking an image down into thirds 
(both horizontally and vertically) so that you 
have 9 parts. As follows.



The theory is that if you place points of interest 
in the intersections or along the lines that your 
photo becomes more balanced and will enable a 
viewer of the image to interact with it more 
naturally.



Studies have shown that when viewing images that people’s eyes 
usually go to one of the intersection points most naturally rather 
than the center of the shot – using the rule of thirds works with this 
natural way of viewing an image rather than working against it.



the head of the subject on one of the intersecting 
points – especially his eyes which are a natural 
point of focus for a portrait. His tie and flower 
also take up a secondary point of interest.



the subject is along a whole line which means she is 
considerably off center and therefore creating an  
additional point of interest. Placing her right in the 
center of the frame could have resulted in an  
‘awkward’ shot.



In a similar way a good technique for landscape 
shots is to position horizons along one of the 
horizontal lines also. See following shot (I’ll let 
you imagine the lines).



In learning how to use the rule of thirds (and 
then to break it) the most important questions 
to be asking of yourself are:
 What do you think?



What are the 
points of interest 

in this shot?

Where am I 
intentionally placing them?



It’s best for the horizon in your photograph to 
line up with one of the horizontal lines on your 
grid. For landscapes, it’s usually best to have the 
horizon on the top horizontal line, so that the 
picture shows more of the subject matter and less 
empty space.



When taking a portrait, try to frame your photo so that one or more of the 
subject’s eyes are aligned with one of the intersections on the grid.  
The intersections represent the areas in your design that will have the most 
audience focus, so by putting the subject’s eyes in those locations, it’s like 
forcing your audience to make eye contact with your subject. It builds a 
stronger connection between the audience and your design, just as making 
actual eye contact with another person establishes a better social connection.



Creating motion using the rule of thirds
Try placing the subject at one end and leaving 

space for the destination at the other.



Can this “Rule” be applied to 
Print Design as well as Photography?

What do you think?



The grid can also be applied to most print templates, too. 
The key word here being “most.” There are times when you 
might be working with a uniquely shaped custom media, in 
which case the grid won’t apply as much because you won’t 
be able to evenly divide the canvas.



And Lastly...... 
Rules are made to be broken.
Once you learn to use the “guideline” of 
the rule of thirds, you can choose when 
you want to break it to create a truly 
unique design or photograph

...Now onto Illustrator grid project.




